The Fun Stuff

The Experience Team
We’re the Experience Team and we are

The Experience Center is located

here to create inspiring, educational

behind the Reception area and is open

and fun activities. All our experiences

from 7:00 am to 8:00 pm daily and

can be tailored to suit your individual

available by phone at Ext. 1840.

requirements and preferences.
Six Senses Samui enjoys a private and
secluded setting with a host of
activities on hand to entertain all ages
and satisfy the most discerning of
tastes. From water sports and beach
activities to hiking and discovering
nature, the island of Samui has
something special for everyone.
Our entire range of activities, including
a full range of watersports is fully
covered with public liability insurance.
We take great pride in assuring that
our guests are in safe hands at all
times.
It is always possible to add additional
beverages and food to your trip. Please
speak with your GEM or the
Experience Team to make
arrangements.

Booking

Environment

If the Experience Center is not open,

Each excursion has been created

please speak to your GEM to book an keeping sustainability and the
activity. Kindly note that we are only

environment in mind. It is our aim to

able to confirm bookings between

showcase the best that Samui has to

the hours of 7:00 am and 8:00 pm.

offer and the rich beauty and culture
of this vibrant island.

Cancellation
Policy
If you wish to cancel your tour, you
will need to inform the Experience
Team at least one day before you are
due to depart, otherwise the full cost
of the tour will be charged to your
account.
Cancellation of any tour due to
inclement weather may result in the
full cost of the tour being charged,
unless due to safety. In such cases a
commensurate charge may be
applied.
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Discover Six Senses
Samui
INTO CULTURE

- Tao Island

Morning Market Tour

- Sail Rock

Temple Tour

- Angthong National Marine Park

Thai Boxing Lesson
Thai Culture Class

FUN FOR THE TUMMY
Thai Cooking Class

INTO TREKKING AND

Private Barbecue

ADVENTURE

Wine Tastings

Glimpse of Local Life

Table 99 – Signature Menu

Island Hopping and Boat Charter

Table 100 – Horizontal Dining

- Angthong National Marine Park
- Tao and Nang Yuan Island

JUST KIDS

- Around Samui and Tan Island

T-Shirt Painting

Sunset Getaway

Plaster Doll Painting
Mulberry Paper Painting
Coconut Painting

ACTIVITIES
Mountain Biking

GLOBAL SENSIBILITY

Jogging

Beach Clean Up

Water Sports

Temple Clean Up

SPLISH SPLASH
Dive Trips for Certified and Non
Certified Divers
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Into Culture

INCLUDES:

MORNING MARKET TOUR

tour guide

Visit a traditional Thai market to
experience what all Thai people know
and love, yet many tourists do not get
to see.
Explore the market to see what is on
offer. For a more spiritual experience,
make merit with Thai Buddhist monks
by giving them traditional offerings of
food, drink and flowers.
Sample traditional Thai coffee with
donuts at a market stall and see how
most Thais start their day.
This is a fantastic trip not to be missed.
ESSENTIALS:
Cap, sunblock, camera and Thai
currency if you want to buy local
products
DURATION:
Three hours, recommended start time
is 6:00 am.

Transfers, local breakfast, coffee and

PRICE:
One guest - THB 3,000
Two guests - THB 6,000
ENVIRONMENT:
Discover herbs or vegetables at the
resort’s herb garden and help us plant
new trees.
WHY NOT...
Combine your tour with a Thai
cooking class? Our chef can guide you
in preparing the ingredients that you
buy at the market and collect from our
herbal gardens.
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TEMPLE TOUR
Learn more about Buddhism while
visiting various temples around the
island.

ESSENTIALS:
Please dress respectfully. Shorts are
permitted for men and women, but
make sure they cover your knee. If a

Plai Laem Temple is famous for its
large Chinese Buddha overlooking the
temple complex. It is tradition to
“make merit” by feeding the temple
fish.

woman wears a tank top, she will need

Big Buddha Temple is the most sacred
temple. It stands 40 feet (12 meters) tall
and is situated on a small private
island not far from the resort.

the monks or make a donation to the

The ancient temple of Wat Samret is
situated in the southern part of Koh
Samui and is designed in true Thai
style, featuring over 30 smaller Buddha
statues.
Khunaram Temple features a
mummified monk. This monk
predicted the precise time and date of
his own death and can still be found
sitting in a preserved state in the
temple grounds.
Khao Hua Jook Pagoda is situated on a
hilltop overlooking Chaweng with
great views over the island.

a jacket or shawl to cover her
shoulders. Take some money in case
you would like to make a merit with
temple.
DURATION:
Four hours, from 10:00 am to 2:00 pm
INCLUDES:
Transfers, tour guide and beverages
PRICE:
One guest - THB 3,000
Two guests - THB 6,000
ENVIRONMENT:
Collect rubbish from the temple
grounds. It is believed that this will
help better your life and it keeps the
temple clean.
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WHY NOT...
Visit the Meditation Sala at Six Senses
Spa after the trip to make you a true
Buddhist believer for a day?
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THAI BOXING LESSON

ENVIRONMENT:

Muay Thai is a form of martial arts that

If your energy allows, we suggest that

is both graceful and lethal. Practiced

you take a resort bike and ride to the

since ancient times, Muay Thai has

Thai Boxing School. Less pollution,

become an integral part of Thailand’s

better health.

cultural heritage. Learn Thai boxing
from a professional trainer at an offproperty boxing studio. The boxing
instructor teaches the basics of this
Thai-style fighting to beginners as well
as advanced techniques to those who
are more experienced.
ESSENTIALS:
Please wear loose fitting shorts or
pants and a T-shirt for the class.
DURATION:
One hour, recommended start time is
either in the morning or after 3:00 pm.
INCLUDES:
Transfers, boxing equipment and onehour training
PRICE:
One guest - THB 3,000
Two guests - THB 5,000

WHY NOT...
Buy tickets for the Thai Boxing Show in
Chaweng and sit ringside to see the
real action?
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THAI CULTURE CLASS
Learn more about Thailand and its
history and some useful Thai words in
a short period of time. You will also get
to sample different dishes from various
parts of the country at the end of the
class.
ESSENTIALS:
An open mind to gain knowledge
DURATION:
One hour, please contact the
Experience Team to your arrange class
time.
INCLUDES:
Sampling of Thai specialties
PRICE:
One guest - THB 1,000
Two guests – THB 2,000
ENVIRONMENT:
Save paper by asking our Experience
Team to send you the Thai Cultural
Class booklet by email.

WHY NOT...
Schedule a Thai cooking class during
your time at the resort to discover
some culinary tricks and useful tips?
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Into Trekking
and Adventure
A GLIMPSE OF THE LOCAL LIFE

PRICE:

Embark on a unique island adventure

Four hours, two guests - THB 6,400

and experience how the locals live.

Six hours, two guests - THB 8,400

Visit the Big Buddha Temple, the

ENVIRONMENT:

Temple of the Mummified Monk and

Help the island by collecting some

explore the headland where the

rubbish along the way during your

Golden Buddha sits. On the way to the

trip.

Grandfather and Grandmother Rocks
you will pass the Chaweng Noi View

WHY NOT...

Point, stop at the Na Muang Waterfalls

Ask your GEM to schedule a relaxing

and enjoy a traditional Thai lunch at a

soothing bath or a foot rub after your

beachfront restaurant in the southern

adventure?

part of the island.
ESSENTIALS:
Camera, sunblock, hat and insect
repellent
DURATION:
Four or six hours, starting at 10:00 am
INCLUDES:
Transfers, beverages, lunch (only for
six-hour trip) and guide
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ISLAND HOPPING AND BOAT

Nine and a half hours, group trip starts

CHARTER -

at 7:30 am and returns around 5:00 pm.

ANGTHONG NATIONAL MARINE
PARK
Angthong translates as golden bowl
and with all the nearby islands being of
different sizes and shapes, it makes a

A private trip can be tailored to your
schedule and starts between 8:00 am to
12:00 noon and returns any time before
sunset.

breathtaking panorama when sailing

INCLUDES:

around the park. The islands are

Transfers, Thai lunch, snorkeling

covered with tropical forests and

equipment (no fins), kayak and

cleverly named after their

drinking water

distinguishing geography - a kind of
descriptive appellation, such as
Sleeping Cow Island and Three Pillars
Island. These limestone islands rise
from the sea as dramatic rock cliffs and
bizarre rock formations, opening to
caves, hidden lagoons, shallow coral
gardens and white sandy beaches,
make for a popular and fascinating day

PRICE:
Group trip on junk boat, one guest THB 4,200
Private speed boat trip, two guests THB 37,000
Additional guest - 1,000 baht
Private junk boat trip, one to 20 guests
– THB 92,000

trip.
ESSENTIALS:

ENVIRONMENT:

Cap, sandals, beach towels, sunglasses,

When swimming around coral, refrain

Thai currency for entrance fees and

from touching these sensitive marine

some extra drinks

invertebrates as they are fragile and

DURATION:

easily damaged.
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WHY NOT...
Book yourself an After Sun Soothing
Wrap at Six Senses Spa to cool and
refresh your skin?
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ISLAND HOPPING AND BOAT
CHARTER - KOH TAO AND KOH

DURATION:

NANG YUAN

Nine and a half hours, group trip starts

Cruise by speedboat to Koh Tao or

at 7:30 am and returns around 5:00 pm.

Turtle Island which is located near the
eastern shore of the Gulf of Thailand.
The island was named after its turtlelike geographic shape and
coincidentally the island is an

Recommended start time for a private
trip is between 8:00 am to 12:00 noon,
and you can return any time before
sunset.

important breeding ground for

INCLUDES:

hawksbill and green turtles.

Transfers, Thai lunch, snorkeling

Unfortunately, mass tourism has
negatively impacted the health of these

equipment (no fins), kayak and
drinking water

magical creatures and the natural

PRICE:

habitat around the island. Thankfully,

Group trip, one guest - THB 4,300

a successful breeding program funded

Private trip, one to 20 guests - THB

by the Royal Thai Navy and a coalition

38,000

of local scuba diving centers have
reintroduced hundreds of juvenile

ENVIRONMENT:

turtles to the island's ecosystem.

We always try to leave the beach

ESSENTIALS:
Cap, sandals, beach towels, sunglasses,
Thai currency for entrance fees and
some extra drinks

cleaner than when we arrived. Please
look around before departing and
collect any rubbish.
WHY NOT ... Enjoy a perfectly
prepared cocktail and enjoy the setting
sun upon your return?
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ISLAND HOPPING AND BOAT

Cap, sandals, beach towels, sunglasses,

CHARTER - AROUND SAMUI AND

sunblock, Thai currency for some extra

TAN ISLAND

refreshments

This trip takes you around Koh Samui,
passing the busy beaches of Chaweng
and Lamai and the smaller and quieter
ones like Choeng Mon Bay and Bang

DURATION:
Seven hours, recommended start time
is 10:00 am.

Kao Bay. One mile (two kilometers)

INCLUDES:

south of Koh Samui is Koh Tan, a

Transfers, Thai lunch, snorkeling

small, but beautiful site for snorkeling

equipment (no fins), and drinking

and swimming with tropical fish

water

including stingrays. Afterward, we will
guide you through Koh Tan’s nature
trails, which will lead you to the
amazing mangrove forest. If you are
not into walking, grab one of the bikes
and take a leisurely ride.

PRICE:
Group trip aboard large fishing boat,
one guest - THB 1,950
Group catamaran trip, one guest – THB
3,600
Private catamaran trip, one to 20 guests

Lunch is served at a restaurant or a

– THB 72,000

picnic can be prepared (by prior

Private junk boat trip, one to 20 guests

arrangement). In the afternoon you

– THB 80,000

will again have the opportunity to

Longtail boat trip (Koh Tan only), one

explore the quiet beaches or you can

to six people – THB 14,000

sunbathe, swim and snorkel.
ESSENTIALS:

ENVIRONMENT:
Please refrain from using fins or
touching coral when snorkeling. Let’s
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do our best to ensure coral is not
damaged.
WHY NOT...
Offset your carbon dioxide emissions
and plant a tree in our gardens.
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SUNSET GETAWAY

Private catamaran trip, one to 20 guests

Sail along the beaches of Samui, relax

– THB 49,000

onboard one of the authentic Thai

Private junk boat trip, one to 20 guests

junks or a luxury catamaran and enjoy

- THB 37,250

the sunset while admiring Six Senses
Samui from the sea.
ESSENTIALS:
Camera and sunglasses
DURATION:
Three and a half hours, from 3:30 to
7:00 pm
Available Monday, Friday and Sunday
(group trips)
A private trip can be arranged through
the Experience Team.
INCLUDES:
Transfers, dinner buffet, fresh fruit,
beverages and drinking water
PRICE:
Group trip on junk boat, one guest THB 2,500
Group catamaran trip, one guest – THB
1,900

ENVIRONMENT:
Avoid throwing anything into the
water so we keep the ocean clean.
WHY NOT...
End your day with a romantic dinner
at Dining on the Rocks? Just ask your
GEM to assist with the details.
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Activities

ENVIRONMENT:

MOUNTAIN BIKING

around Six Senses Samui clean by

Take a self-guided cycling trip around

returning any rubbish to the resort.

our village and then drop into the Plai
Laem and Big Buddha temples. Visit
Choeng Mon Beach, stop at the local
market and simply take in the Thai
way of life and the friendly locals.
ESSENTIALS:
Cap, sunblock, insect repellent,
comfortable clothing and bicycle
helmets which are available for loan
from the Experience Center.
DURATION:
Flexible
INCLUDES:
Bicycle, map and drinking water
PRICE:
One guest - THB 250
Two guests – THB 500

Please help us to keep the environment

WHY NOT...
Ask your GEM to schedule an hour of
Oriental Blend Massage at Six Senses
Spa to relax your muscles?
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JOGGING
Pick up a map from our Experience
Team and some suggestions about the
jogging route for your morning fitness
regime.
ESSENTIALS:
Thai currency, drinking water and a
good pair of running shoes
DURATION:
Flexible, from 6:00 to 9:00 am to avoid
the warmer midday hours
INCLUDES:
A bottle of drinking water and map
ENVIRONMENT:
Stop by our Waste and Wealth Center
and assist the team while learning
about our various initiatives.
WHY NOT...
Visit the Dog Rescue Center in
Chaweng? Learn about their initiatives
and help them for the day by nurturing
the dogs or simply offer a donation.
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INTO WATERSPORTS
We provide water sports activities at

ENVIRONMENT:

the beach from 10:00 am to 5:00 pm.

Please do not collect shells from the

ESSENTIALS:
Life jacket, waterproof bag and
drinking water
DURATION:
Flexible, from 10:00 am to 5:00 pm.
Should you wish to use equipment
before or after our usual hours of
operation, please let us know so our
beach attendants can provide service.
INCLUDES:
Kayaks, snorkeling fins and masks
PRICE:
Complimentary
Should watersports guidance for nonexperienced guests be required, we
provide equipment training at THB 500
per person, per hour.

beach. A wonder of nature is that crabs
exchange their shells for larger ‘homes’
as they grow.
WHY NOT...
Challenge our General Manager to
kayak around Koh Som and enjoy a
free dinner if you win. Weather
permitting.
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Splish Splash

DURATION:

DIVE TRIP FOR CERTIFIED AND

3:30 pm

NON-CERTIFIED DIVERS - TAO
ISLAND
Koh Tao generally offers the best
visibility and optimum conditions for

Eight and a half hours, from 7:00 am to

INCLUDES:
Transfers, lunch, beverages, two-tank
guided dives and full equipment

diving or snorkeling, with a diverse

PRICE:

and versatile range of dive sites to suit

Certified diver - THB 7,500

all experience levels. Select from the

Non-certified diver - THB 9,600

shallow and picturesque bays of

Snorkeler – THB 4,300

Mango Bay, Aow Leuk and Hin Wong,
perfect for divers and snorkelers

ENVIRONMENT:

looking for relaxed and gentle diving,

Try not touch the coral or collect

to the intermediate and advanced dive

seashells from the sea bottom.

sites of Green Rock, White Rock,
Japanese Gardens and Shark Island.

WHY NOT...
Feed the fish at the Wat Plai Laem

The tour is suited for divers and

temple on your way back for good

snorkelers. Non-diving partners are

luck.

welcome to enjoy the fantastic
underwater world of Koh Tao.
ESSENTIALS:
Camera, sunblock, hat, sunglasses and
towels
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DIVE TRIP FOR CERTIFIED DIVERS –

INCLUDES:

SAIL ROCK

Transfers, lunch, beverages, two-tank

Sail Rock is a premier dive excursion

guided dives and full equipment

and on a good day, considered to be
the ultimate in the Gulf.
Located between Koh Phangan and
Koh Tao, this granite pinnacle rises 100
feet (30 meters) from the sea bottom
and stands an impressive 50 feet (15
meters) above the water’s surface. It
offers the diver stunning underwater
topography in which to explore sheer
vertical walls, beautiful coral gardens
and a unique vertical swim through. It
is home to an extraordinarily abundant
variety of marine life of all shapes and
sizes. Sail Rock is considered an
intermediate dive site and is not suited
to those who have not dived for a
while or snorkelers.
ESSENTIALS:
Camera, sunblock, hat, sunglasses and
towels
DURATION:
Eight hours, from 7:00 am to 3:00 pm

PRICE:
Certified diver - THB 6,500
ENVIRONMENT:
Did you know that Epinephelus
coioides (aka grouper) is listed as a
Near Threatened fish species? It takes
a grouper a long time to reach
adulthood (reproductive age) and
Southeast Asia relies heavily on
groupers for food, and harvests the fish
without regard to age. This depletes
the species before it’s of an age to
repopulate making continued fishing
of groupers unsustainable in the longterm.
WHY NOT...
Take a mesh bag with you and collect
any rubbish you may find in the ocean.
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DIVE TRIP FOR CERTIFIED AND

INCLUDES:

NON-CERTIFIED DIVERS -

Transfers, lunch, beverages, one-tank

ANGTHONG NATIONAL MARINE

guided dive and full equipment

PARK
We feature a slightly different tour to
Angthong National Marine Park. This
excursion includes a one-tank dive in
the northern part of the marine park
with ample time in the south for
kayaking, trekking, relaxing on the
beach, visiting Emerald Lake plus a

PRICE:
Certified diver - THB 7,500
Non-certified diver - THB 9,600
Snorkeler – THB 4,800
ENVIRONMENT:
Please help us to keep the beach clean.

stop at the park headquarters. We

WHY NOT...

serve a private Thai buffet lunch inside

Book a delicious private BBQ at one of

the park on a quiet beach. Like the Koh

the many special locations within the

Tao trip, this is a great tour for

resort. Let your GEM help you select

combining divers and snorkelers on

the perfect spot.

the same trip.
ESSENTIALS:
Camera, sunblock, hat, sunglasses and
towels
DURATION:
Seven and a half hours, from 9:30 am
to 5:00 pm
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Fun for the
Tummy
THAI COOKING CLASS
This is a must-do class for anyone
interested in learning how to cook Thai
food. Our Thai chef will have you
cooking up a veritable feast in no time!
Have fun and savor the rewards of a
culinary experience like no other.
ESSENTIALS:
Clean hands and a good appetite
DURATION:
Two hours, from 1:00 to 3:00 pm daily,
except Wednesday
INCLUDES:
Lunch, souvenir cookbook, apron and
a napkin folding class in preparation
for organizing a Thai night back home
to surprise your friends and family
PRICE:
One guest - THB 2,200
Two guests – THB 4,400

ENVIRONMENT:
Visit our herb garden and mushroom
hut before the class and plant some
herbs back into the garden.
WHY NOT...
Ask the Experience Team to arrange a
visit to the morning market before the
class to get to know more about Thai
herbs and vegetables?
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PRIVATE BARBECUE
Choose a dining location of your
preference, or ask for our suggestions
and our culinary team will be happy to
put together a menu to mark the
occasion.

burning pieces of wood until all the
impurities are gone and only the coal
remains, is an excellent choice for
outdoor grilling.
WHY NOT...
Ask your GEM to arrange a lazy

ESSENTIALS:

Sunday morning breakfast to be served

Footwear suitable to the selected

in your villa the next day?

location, mosquito repellent and
camera
DURATION:
Flexible, our culinary team will cater
your celebration at your preferred
time.
INCLUDES:
Private Chef and server
PRICE:
Couple - THB 8,000
Additional guest - THB 4,000
ENVIRONMENT:
Did you know that we make our own
charcoal, using waste wood debris, to
be used for the BBQs within the resort?
Lump charcoal, which is made by
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WINE TASTING

WHY NOT...

Savor a memorable wine tasting
experience at Dining on the Rocks Bar
and enjoy an extensive selection of
varieties from both the old and new
worlds.

Ask your GEM to prepare a cheese

ESSENTIALS:
We suggest that you do not attend this
session on an empty stomach.
DURATION:
One hour, but a tasting can be
extended based on your wishes. Please
let your GEM know your preferences
so the experience can be tailored just
for you.
INCLUDES:
Wines for the tasting session and
drinking water
PRICE:
Each tasting is built around your
preferences and selections.
ENVIRONMENT:
Discover local wine rather than
imported wine. It is a new experience
and reduces carbon emissions.

platter to complement the tasting? It is
the perfect accompaniment to the wine.
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TABLE 99 – SIGNATURE MENU
Enjoy this unique culinary experience
at Table 99, located at the resort’s
signature restaurant, Dining on the
Rocks. Table 99 is located exclusively
on its’ own private deck which
overlooks the ocean. Nothing is more
romantic than al fresco dining under
the stars.
ESSENTIALS:
Smart casual attire and a camera
DURATION:
From 5:00 pm onward. Please arrange
a dinner reservation with your GEM.
INCLUDES:
Welcome cocktails for two of your
choice
PRICE:
Several tailor-made seasonal menus are
available, or enjoy the setting for just
THB 3,500 per couple on the night
ENVIRONMENT:
We recommend you try one of the Thai
Organic Wines we have within our
range.

WHY NOT...
Arrive early so you can savor the
sunset and sample one of our signature
cocktails? The Lychee Martini and Tom
Yam cocktails are the favorites.
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TABLE 100 – HORIZONTAL

ENVIRONMENT:

DINING

Try our low water menu. At Dining on

Enjoy a selection of popular dishes at

the Rocks we explore the relationship

Dining on the Rocks in an exclusive,

between food and water consumption.

yet relaxing seating arrangement.

Designed to raise awareness of our

Table 100 features outdoor daybed

water footprint, it aims to make us

seating set on a private deck

think about the impact of what we eat.

showcasing a panoramic view of the
Gulf of Siam. It’s the perfect setting for
a memorable meal.
ESSENTIALS:
Smart casual attire and a camera
DURATION:
From 5:00 pm onward. Please make a
dinner reservation with your GEM.
INCLUDES:
Welcome cocktails for two of your
choice
PRICE:
Several tailor-made seasonal menus are
available, or enjoy the setting for just
THB 3,500 per couple on the night

WHY NOT...
Book a Cooking Class for 2 and learn to
create a few delicious low water dishes
yourself.
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Just Kids

ENVIRONMENT

Younger guests can join a wide

this activity in order to make use of the

selection of activities at the Library.

trees in the resort.

They can learn a variety of traditional
painting crafts and make their very
own art piece to take home as a
souvenir.
ESSENTIALS:
Imagination and creativity
DURATION:
One hour
INCLUDES:
Guided art class instruction
PRICE:
Coconut painting - complimentary
Batik painting - THB 1,420
(handkerchief) and THB 1,890 (T-shirt)
Mulberry painting and plaster doll
painting - THB 500
Kids’ cooking class – THB 1,100
Thai boxing class – THB 750
Adventurous treasure hunt – THB 500

We only use island-grown coconuts for

WHY NOT...
Arrange a trip to Tan Island so your
kids can see all the colorful fish
swimming in the sea?
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Global
Sensibility
BEACH AND TEMPLE CLEAN UPS
Join our team for beach and temple
cleaning activities. Outings are
scheduled on a regular basis.
ESSENTIALS:
Hat, sunglasses, sunblock and camera
DURATION:
Ask your GEM for the schedule.
INCLUDES:
Cleaning gloves, bamboo baskets and
mesh bags
PRICE:
Complimentary
ENVIRONMENT:
We use recycled garbage bags to collect
rubbish.

WHY NOT...
Take a tour to visit various temples on
the island and do a bit of cleaning at
each holy place?

